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ADULTS
155.232
BOWLER

Bowler, Kate. Good Enough. New York, Convergent, 2022.
Summary:  "A compassionate, intelligent, and wry series of Christian daily
reflections on learning to live with imperfection in a culture of self-help that promotes
endless progress, from the New York Times bestselling author of Everything
Happens for a Reason and the executive producer of the Everything Happens
podcast. In Kate Bowler's bestselling memoir Everything Happens for a Reason,
readers witnessed the ways she, as a divinity-school professor and young mother,
reckoned with a Stage IV cancer diagnosis; in her follow-up memoir, No Cure for
Being Human, she unflinchingly and winsomely unpacked the ways that life
becomes both hard and beautiful when we abandon certainty and the illusion of
control in our lives. Now, in their first-ever devotional book, Kate Bowler and co-
author Jessica Richie offer 40ish short spiritual reflections on how we can make
sense of life not as a pursuit of endless progress but as a chronic condition. This
book is a companion for when you want to stop feeling guilty that you're not living
your best life now. Written gently and with humor, Good Enough is permission for all
those who need to hear that there are some things you can fix-and some things you
can't. And it's okay that life isn't always better. In these gorgeously written
reflections, Bowler and Richie offer fresh imagination for how truth, beauty, and
meaning can be discovered amid the chaos of life. Their words celebrate kindness,
honesty, and interdependence in a culture that rewards ruthless individualism and
blind optimism. Ultimately, in these pages we can rest in the encouragement to
strive for what is possible today-while recognizing that though we are finite, the life
in front of us can be beautiful"-- --Provided by publisher.

ADULTS
234.5
AUGUSTINE

Augustine, Jonathan C. Called to Reconciliation: How the Church Can Model
Justice, Diversity, and Inclusion. Grand Rapids, Michigan, Baker Academic, a
division of Baker Publishing Group, 2022.
Summary:  Nationally recognized speaker and church leader Jay Augustine
demonstrates that the church is called and equipped to model reconciliation,
justice, diversity, and inclusion. This book develops three uses of the term
"reconciliation": salvific, social, and civil. Augustine examines the intersection of the
salvific and social forms of reconciliation through an engagement with Paul's letters
and uses the Black church as an exemplar to connect the concept of salvation to
social and political movements that seek justice for those marginalized by racism,
class structures, and unjust legal systems. He then traces the reaction to racial
progress in the form of white backlash as he explores the fate of civil reconciliation
from the civil rights era to the Black Lives Matter movement. This book argues that
the church's work in reconciliation can serve as a model for society at large and
that secular diversity and inclusion practices can benefit the church. It offers a
prophetic call to pastors, church leaders, and students to recover reconciliation as
the heart of the church's message to a divided world. --Baker Academic

Content Notes: 

Foreword by William H. Willimon -- Introduction -- Reconciliation in
Context -- The Divided States of America -- Social Divisions and the
Church's Ministry of Reconciliation -- Conclusion -- Part 1: The



Theology of Reconciliation: 1. The Trajectory of Reconciliation:
Definitions and Peter's Leadership in the Early Church -- Defining and
Contextualizing Reconciliation: Salvific, Social, and Civil -- Peter's
Leadership in Moving the Church toward Reconciliation: The Original
Use of the Word Church -- The Church Was Born as a Jewish Assembly
-- Reconciliation Under Peter's Leadership: The Church Admits Gentiles
as &quot;the Other&quot; -- 2. Social Reconciliation: Paul's Theology of
Equality in Christ Jesus -- Paul's Theology in Moving the Church toward
Reconciliation -- Social Reconciliation in Galatians, 1 Corinthians, and
Romans -- Applying Social Reconciliation's Threefold Criteria to Paul's
Theology of Equality -- 3. Civil Reconciliation: Contextualizing King and
the Black Church's Ministry of Reconciliation -- Civil Reconciliation
Stems from Social Reconciliation -- The Importance of Forgiveness in
Civil Reconciliation Contextualizing Civil Reconciliation -- Revisiting
Forgiveness as a Part of Reconciliation: King's Theology with a More
Contemporary and Applied Response -- Conclusion -- Part 2:
Reconciliation with &quot;the Other&quot;: 4. The Response to Civil
Reconciliation: White Evangelicalism and the Southern Strategy Give
Rise to &quot;Make America Great Again&quot; -- The Southern
Strategy Meets &quot;Make America Great Again&quot; -- The Voting
Rights Act and Affirmative Action: Two of the Civil Rights Movement's
Most Measurable Achievements in Civil Reconciliation -- A Response to
Success: The Southern Strategy Fusion of White Evangelicals and the
Republican Party -- Can Anything Separate Evangelicals from Blind
Political Allegiance? -- Conclusion -- 5. Where Do We Go from Here? A
Call for the Church to Return to Her Apostolic-Era Embrace of Diversity
and Inclusion -- What Did God Intend the Church to Look Like? -- How
Can Diversity and Inclusion Be Good in Moving the Church toward
Reconciliation? -- Evangelicals and the Issues: Can the Divisions
Unearthed by &quot;Make America Great Again&quot; Move the
Church toward Reconciliation? -- Conclusion -- Epilogue -- Afterword by
Michael B. Curry -- Appendix: Supreme Court Cases -- Indexes

ADULTS
248.4 ELLIS

Ellis, Courtney. Happy Now: Let Playfulness Lift Your Load and Renew Your Spirit.
Peabody, Aspire Press, 2021.
Summary:  It’s time to get serious about playfulness! When was the last time you
felt really, truly happy? If you’ve ever longed to leave your exhausting days and
fretful nights behind, look no further. Courtney recounts a courageous—and often
hilarious!—experiment in joy and delight as she awakens to the truth that God
doesn’t just want us to be holy, but happy, too! A whimsical storyteller who
combines witty humor and engaging research with unfettered honesty, in Happy
Now Courtney Ellis is a wise guide on an uplifting journey from sad to spirited. You’ll
discover there is almost nothing that playfulness cannot make a little bit better, a
little bit easier, and a lot more fun. Lift your mood, lighten your load, and renew your
spirit with the power of playfulness. Happy Now: Let Playfulness Lift Your Load and
Renew Your Spirit is a rollicking, investigative, and thoughtful invitation to open
ourselves to the joy and freedom of play all over again. It is designed to invite
readers to let go of their most serious selves, grant them permission to engage in
curiosity and wonder of all kinds, and delight in the release of its transformative
effects: creativity, innovation, delight, rest, and—above all—a more trusting
relationship with Jesus. Through wry observations, firsthand experience, Scriptural
study, and broad research, Ellis addresses questions like: How does God invite us



into play? What does it mean that we are created for curiosity? In what ways can
wonder help us love our neighbors more fully? The world can be a serious place.
Because of Jesus, Christians don’t need to be. Dive deeply into the waters of
whimsy, embracing the joy God offers. Sometimes that looks like welcoming holy
laughter. Other times it’s learning to see mistakes as learning and innovation rather
than mess-making. Play brings about transformation and rest and praise. And isn’t
that just the reason God created us? --Rose Publishing

ADULTS
253.2 LEHR

Lehr, J. Fred. Clergy Burnout: Surviving in Turbulent Times. Minneapolis, Fortress
Press, 2022.
Summary:  In Clergy Burnout: Surviving in Turbulent Times, Revised and
Expanded, Fred Lehr explores the nature and practice of clergy codependence. In
short, insightful, and easily accessible chapters filled with many examples and
stories from his own life and the lives of those he has counseled, Lehr identifies the
typical forms codependence takes in the life and ministry of clergy. These forms
include the chief enabler, who keeps things functioning; the scapegoat, on whom
everything that goes wrong is blamed; the hero, the example, the pure and
righteous one; the lost child, whom no one really knows or cares about; the rescuer,
who saves the day, fixes the problem, makes everything all right again; and the
mascot, the cheerleader, the one who offers comic relief, brings down the tension
level after a heated discussion. With a new preface, Lehr places the current
challenges of ministry in the context of broader cultural shifts. The book concludes
with a new chapter, Lehr's hard-won and carefully distilled words of wisdom for
those who serve in turbulent times. --Fortress Press

ADULTS
254
WIMBERLY

Wimberly, John W., Jr. Managing Congregations in a Virtual Age. Minneapolis,
Fortress Press, 2021.
Summary:  In Managing Congregations in a Virtual Age, John W. Wimberly Jr.
draws on the experience of the business community, and on a diverse group of
skilled pastors and rabbis, as he lays out the opportunities and challenges of
working from home for congregations and staff, offering principles and best
practices for successfully managing remote workers and ministries. The move
toward working from home is part of a rapidly changing work environment for
employers and employees alike. Large parts of the business world have mastered
managing their staff, located around the country and the world, virtually. For many
faith communities, however, the sudden move to working from home amid the
Covid-19 pandemic involved significant upheaval. Fortunately, various forms of
technology and productivity tools can make this shift easier. Wimberly focuses on
how congregational leaders can ensure accountability and productivity, create a
sense of staff as a team, help older staff members learn how to work from home,
and determine what hardware and software staff members and the congregation
need to support effective communication. This comprehensive guide will serve
congregations well into the future, even as technology and circumstances change. -
-Fortress Press

ADULTS
261.1
SIMPSON

Simpson, Candace. Who Can We Be Together?: A Biblical Exploration of Luke 13.
New York, United Methodist Women, 2022.
Summary:  Who Can We Be Together? A Biblical Exploration of Luke 13, the 2022
adult curriculum by Candace Simpson brings participants deeper into Jesus'
teachings in this chapter of Luke to explore what it means to be in community. As



the author notes, “For followers of Christ 2,000 years later, it's important for us to sit
with the range of emotions we have in response to these words. It's not easy to
build and sustain communities, especially when there are forces that drain us,
exhaust us, and even push us to act uncharacteristically. And yet, we are called to
act on the most ethical principles of our faith so we can witness the kin-dom of God
on earth.'' Who Can We Be Together? can be adapted to a variety of settings
outside of the Mission u format, including Sunday school, and other church school
settings. Adaptations for distance learning are also provided. --United Methodist
Women

ADULTS
261.8327
LARRY

Larry, Susannah. Leaving Silence: Sexualized Violence, the Bible, and Standing
with Survivors. Harrisonburg, Herald Press, 2021.
Summary:  What if survivors of sexualized violence experience the Bible as a
powerful spiritual resource rather than an oppressive tool in the hands of those
seeking to dismiss or justify abuse? Bible scholar Susannah Larry leads fellow
survivors and those who care for them in a journey toward reclaiming the Bible amid
the trauma of sexualized violence. Leaving Silence: Sexualized Violence, the Bible,
and Standing with Survivors is an unflinching examination of sexualized violence in
the Bible and the God who stands steadfastly with survivors. Larry addresses
biblical experiences of coercion, familial betrayal, and self-blame while also
illuminating God’s constant care and concern.  By centering the experiences of
survivors in Scripture, Larry opens new insights into some of the Bible’s most
difficult texts and releases its ancient stories to serve as a powerful healing witness
to the God who has shared in the experience of sexualized violence. Under Larry’s
skillful guidance, readers will rediscover the God who is present in experiences of
trauma and who desires ultimate wholeness for survivors. --Herald Press

ADULTS
264
MAYHEW-
SMITH

Mayhew-Smith, Nick. Landscape Liturgies: Resources to celebrate and bless the
earth. London, Canterbury Press, 2021.
Summary:  Landscape Liturgies offers outdoor worship material drawn from 2,000
years of outdoor Christian practice. It contains prayers, rituals, blessings and
liturgies compiled from Anglican, Roman Catholic, Methodist and Orthodox sources,
as well as early church material, the desert tradition and monastic spirituality. It
includes resources for the blessing of water courses, tree planting, garden
blessings, a wide range of churchyard ceremonies, Rogation and other
processionary ideas, field and animal blessings, pilgrim and walking prayers,
ceremonies at holy wells and sacred grottoes, at hilltops and landmark monuments,
and for the ringing of bells which traditionally demarcated sacred space in the
landscape. This fascinating and versatile resource will enable urban and rural
churches and church schools, retreat houses and pilgrimage centres to conduct a
wide variety of services and meditations in the landscape around them. Landscape
Liturgies is a co-publication with the Susanna Wesley Foundation. --Canterbury
Press

Content Notes: 

Intro -- Copyright information -- CONTENTS -- Dedication --
ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS -- FOREWORD -- INTRODUCTION -- 1.
ANIMAL BLESSINGS -- Blessing of the Bees and Hives -- The Prayer of
St Mammes for Animals -- Blessing of the Animals on St Francis Day --
St Bride's Charm for Animal Blessings -- Liturgies of Animal Care -- 1
Celebrating the Creatures -- 2 A Service for Animal Welfare -- Blessing



of the Animals: A Short Service -- The Prayer of St Modestus for
Animals -- Blessing for Animal Welfare Staff and Sanctuaries -- Prayer at
the Death of Companion Animals 2. LOVE FEASTS AND COMMUNITY
GATHERINGS -- Liturgy for a Love-Feast: A Time of Centring -- Liturgy
for a Love-Feast: Katrina's Dream -- Liturgy for a Love-Feast: UK
Methodist Version -- 3. CHURCHYARD, PARISH AND ROGATION
BLESSING RITUALS -- Clipping Service -- Two Blessings of Green
Things: Crops, Grass and Herbs -- The Blessing of Public Utilities:
Roman Catholic Order -- A Traditional Rogation Liturgy -- An
Elizabethan Rogation Day Service -- Blessing of a Bridge, Road and
Other Means of Transport: Roman Catholic Order -- Prayers for Street
Pastors Blessing of a Sports Field or Gymnasium: Roman Catholic
Order -- Visiting a Cemetery: Roman Catholic Order -- 4. WATER
BLESSINGS AND RITUALS -- Well Blessing from the Bobbio Missal --
Three Anglo-Saxon Water Prayers -- The Great Blessing of the Waters --
Blessing of the River from a Bridge -- Blessing of the Waters: The Syrian
Ritual -- Sea Sunday Service and Blessing of Boats -- 1 Sea Sunday
Service and Blessing of Boats -- 2 Choral Evensong for Sea Sunday --
Sea and Ocean Blessings from the Carmina Gadelica -- Blessing of
Boats and Fishing Gear: Roman Catholic Short Rite 5. TREE
BLESSINGS AND GATHERINGS -- A Tree-planting Liturgy -- A Tree-
planting Eucharist -- A Toast to a Tree -- A Prayer Over Trees and Vines
-- An Early Medieval Tree Blessing -- 6. FIELDS, HILLS, WEATHER
AND AGRICULTURE -- A Service for the Apparition of St Michael the
Archangel -- Field Blessings from Anglo-Saxon England -- The Prayer of
St Tryphon for the Protection of Gardens, Fields and Crops -- Blessing
of Seeds at Planting Time: Short Order Roman Catholic Rite -- The
Æcerbot Field Blessing Ritual -- Blessing of First Grain and Blessing of a
Bakery A Reaping Blessing from the Carmina Gadelica -- Two
Blessings: For Apples and First Fruits in Anglo-Saxon Tradition --
Harvest Blessing from the Apostolic Tradition -- Blessing of Grapes and
Beans -- A Prayer Against Lightning -- Order for the Blessing of Fields
and Flocks: Roman Catholic Order -- 7. PILGRIMAGE PRAYERS AND
BLESSINGS -- Anglo-Saxon Journey Blessings -- An Irish Blessing For
Travellers -- Prayer for Travelling -- Prayer to St James Prayed While
Walking the Camino -- The Blessing of Pilgrims: Roman Catholic Order -
- A Prayer Over Pilgrims from the Sarum Missal

ADULTS
277.3082089
CONNELLY

Connelly, Kerry. Wait-Is This Racist?: A Guide to Becoming an Anti-Racist
Church. Louisville, Ky, Westminster John Knox Press, 2022.
Summary:  A “Be-It-Yourself” Guide to Anti-racism for Churches and Church
Leaders. Whether you have been an ally for years or just recently opened your
eyes to racial injustice, guiding your predominantly white church toward anti-racism
is a daunting task. Where do you even begin? White churches especially feel an
urgency to respond but at the same time suffer a sense of overwhelmingness and
futility, as if no one action, sermon series, or service project will solve the problem
of racism in America. And they’re right. Instead, we must begin to look deeply at
our organizations—our traditions, our ministries, our leadership, our ways of
making decisions, our ways of interacting with the world beyond the church—to
identify and address implicit biases and to discover how white pseudo-supremacy
has been encoded into our way of “doing church.” Wait—Is This Racist? is here to
guide you and your church through this challenging and uncomfortable work.



Intentionally interactive, practical, and biblically based, Wait—Is This Racist?
guides church leaders and staff through an examination of all aspects of church
life, including leadership, preaching and liturgy, music, small groups, buildings and
grounds, and more, to help churches create an action plan that will take them
toward not only becoming anti-racist but also actually doing anti-racist work.
Offering educational tips, powerful stories, and insightful questions, anti-racism
consultants Kerry, Bryana, and Josh will accompany you through this necessary
work so that your church can truly become a justice-oriented organization that
leans more fully into the kin-dom of God. Features: A clear audit of church
operations and reasons why this work is so important; Workbook-style questions at
the end of each chapter; A workable action plan for churches to implement what
they have learned; Tips, encouragement, and questions for BIPOC leaders in
primarily white churches; Helpful glossary of terms to aid general understanding. --
Westminster John Knox Press

ADULTS
287.6
KOTAN

Kotan, Kay. Cry from the Pew: A Call to Action for The United Methodist Church.
Knoxville, TN, Market Square Books, 2022.
Summary:  In Cry from the Pew, Kay Kotan and Rodney Smothers offer a “no holds
barred” critique of what’s ailing the United Methodist Church and concrete
suggestions for creating a dynamic United Methodism. An important conversation
for any who love the United Methodist Church. --Market Square Books

CHILDREN
261.1 VEGA

Vega, Ilka. Our Growing Tree: From Self-Love to the Beloved Community and All
of God's Creation. New York, United Methodist Women, 2022.
Summary:  Our Growing Tree, the children's curriculum for 2022 by social justice
advocate and educator Ilka Vega, is a journey of spiritual growth and community
building that helps children recognize the diversity of their capacities, spiritual gifts,
and talents as well as their responsibilities to care for one another and for all of
God's creation. Through Bible study and reflection, transformative activities, and
spiritual practices, participants will find hope, joy, and empowerment in the featured
scriptures; grow their spiritual gifts and talents; and find support in their journeys of
self-love, building the beloved community, and stewardship of God's creation.
Children will also be encouraged to develop their capacity to interpret scripture in
multiple ways and deepen their learning through intergenerational conversations
and connections. Adaptations for distance learning are provided throughout the
eight sessions. --United Methodist Women

CHILDREN
268.432
COKESBURY
KIDS

Food Truck Party Ultimate Starter VBS Kit: On a Roll with God!. Nashville,
Cokesbury Kids, 2022.
Summary:  Ready to cook up some fun? Cokesbury's Food Truck Party VBS
invites children of all ages to get on a roll with God as a parade of Food Trucks
rolls into their neighborhood for the summer's biggest party! This VBS invites
children to pray as Jesus teaches us in Matthew 6:11; "Give us this day our daily
bread." These words serve as a reminder that everything we have comes from
God — and that it's by turning to God in prayer that all of our daily needs are met.
Through stories in both the Old and New Testaments, this VBS opens kids' eyes to
the countless ways God provides, loves, and cares for us while inviting them to
join God in providing , loving, and caring for others. At the center of the Food
Truck Party is a special food truck called "On a Roll." Here, Kids (or "Chefs") will
learn from the food truck's Top Chef, along with DJ Cupcake (an adorable cupcake



puppet), about the Daily Specials (Daily Learnings), which are lines from the well-
loved prayer that teaches us to turn to God to meet our needs. The goal of this
VBS is to help children build on the practice of using daily prayer to turn to God for
their needs — and also to serve as the hands of God in ensuring that the needs of
others are met. The Ultimate Starter Kit Includes: *Digital Content (Digital
Download Card that includes the Bible Adventure Videos, Trivia, Music Videos,
Instrumental tracks of all 10 songs, and Digital Leader Guides) *Leader Resources
(Director Guide, Bible Storyteller, Preschool/Kindergarten Leader, Craft Leader,
Music Leader, Science Leader, Assembly Leader, Recreation Leader, Decorating
Guide, Reflection Time Leader) *Student Resources (Preschool/Kindergarten
Student Book, Younger Elementary Student Book, Older Elementary Student
Book, One sheet of Bible Story Activity Stickers) *Promotional Items & Crafts
(Small Promotional Poster, Iron-On Transfer, Attendance Stickers, Logo Stickers,
Craft Theme Stickers) Bible Stories: Session 1: God Provides Manna and Quail
(Exodus 16) Session 2: Elijah, the Widow, and the Endless Oil (1 Kings 17:8-16)
Session 3: Daniel and Friends Eating the Good Stuff (Daniel 1) Session 4: Jesus
Feeds the 5,000 Plus (John 6:1-13) Session 5: Jesus Cooks the Catch of the Day
(John 21:1-17) --Cokesbury

YOUTH
261.1
CUMMINGS

Cummings, Kenya. Community in the Midst of Challenging Times: A Biblical
Exploration of Luke 13. New York, United Methodist Women, 2022.
Summary:  Community in the Midst of Challenging Times, a youth curriculum for
2022 by organizer and minister Kenya Cummings, brings facilitators and
participants on a journey through stories that have anchored Christian communities
for millennia, through both stability and times of turmoil and tragedy. Using study,
prayer, refection, and sharing, participants will examine the meanings of the
kingdom of God, while beginning to utilize the language around the “kin-dom'' of
God. In the midst of a devastating pandemic, a divisive political climate, and
economic turmoil, we will examine the dynamics of power and empire in light of the
gospel. Through these eight sessions, youth will also grow in their ability to interpret
scripture for today's world, and deepen community connections through inter-
generational dialogue. Adaptations for remote instruction are provided throughout. -
-United Methodist Women

YOUTH
261.8092
PERKINS

Perkins, John. Let Justice Roll Down. Grand Rapids, MI, Baker Books, a division of
Baker Publishing Group, 2021.
Summary:  "John Perkins endured racism, police violence, and the death of his
brother at the hands of a deputy marshall, yet he was able to return good for evil,
love for hate, and progress for prejudice. Now young readers will discover the
transforming faith that allowed him to respond with miraculous compassion and
become a leader of the Civil Rights Movement"-- --Provided by publisher.

Content Notes: 

Clyde -- Jap -- Learning to survive -- Challenging the system -- Who
needs religion? -- A patch of blue sky -- God for a black man -- Winners
and losers -- A hard command -- Under the skin -- It's nice to have
friends -- The whole gospel -- Taking a stand -- The key -- Disturbing the
peace -- Green power -- Ambush -- Beyond Brandon -- Mississippi
justice -- At the gates of justice -- Stronger than ever -- The people of
God.



YOUTH
305.800973
TISBY

Tisby, Jemar. How to Fight Racism: A Guide to Standing up for Racial Justice.
Grand Rapids, Michigan, Zonderkidz, 2022.
Summary:  "Racism and social justice are important topics kids are dealing with
today. In this adaptation of How to Fight Racism for young readers ages 8-12, Dr.
Jemar Tisby helps kids understand how everyday prejudice affects them and what
they can do to create social change. Inside, he explains the history of racism in
America and why it is so prevalent, as well as uses Christian principles to provide
practical tools and advice kids can use to develop and maintain an anti-racist
mindset and make a positive difference in the world. Racism is pervasive in today's
world, and in the wake of protests and a call for change, many kids are eager to
confront it but aren't always sure how. Jemar Tisby, author of How to Fight Racism
and The Color of Compromise, believes we need to move beyond mere discussions
about racism and begin equipping young people with the practical tools to fight
against it. In How to Fight Racism Young Reader's Edition, Dr. Tisby uses history to
explore how racism has affected America since before its founding and how it's
continued to grow, as well as examines how true social justice is rooted in the
Christian faith. In a format that provides kids with a handbook for pursuing racial
justice, readers ages 8-12 will discover hands-on suggestions and real-world
examples of change they can put into action; practical ideas for confronting racism
in their everyday lives, and how they can use Christian values to change the
narrative around race; the ARC of racial justice-Awareness, Connection, and
Relationships-that help form an anti-racist mindset; and ways to evaluate their
actions and promote biblical principles. Throughout, kids will learn how to ask
questions of themselves and their communities as they stand up to racism in all its
forms"-- --Provided by publisher.


